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interventions.They permita rich representationof
Causalmaps are widely employedin problem-structuring
ideas,throughthe modellingof complexchainsof argumentas networks.The last stageof a problem-structuring
interventionis often to identify and agree to a set of potentialstrategicoptions. In some circumstancesthe
preferreddirectionmay emergenaturallyfrom a processof negotiation;in othersfurther,more-or-lessformal,
analysisto evaluatethe optionsandto understandtheirimpactson the goals couldbe helpful.Suchanalysismay
help to bringclosureto the process.The main aim of this paperis to review systematicallythe approachesfor
evaluatingoptionsfollowingfromthe use of a causalmapfor problemstructuring;some directlyusingthe map
structure,othersworkingwith conceptsextractedfrom,or an externalmodel derivedfrom,the map.Following
a proposedtaxonomy,each approachis presented,and its advantagesand disadvantagesare discussed.
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Introduction

of a numberof possible coursesof actionwhich the decisionmakers wish to assess in terms of their goals. An option
Causal maps have been widely used in problem-structuring
be
a
in the map (a simple
interventions(Rosenheadand Mingers, 2004), in particular may representedby single concept
or
it
be
a
may
compoundoption defined by a synin the SODA (see chapter 2 of Rosenhead and Mingers, option)
thesis of several concepts (each in their turn representinga
2001)/Journey Making (Eden and Ackermann, 1998)
simple option or some aspect of the aggregateactivity). In
methodologies(but see Axelrod (1976), Bryson et al (2004)
some of the approacheswe will discuss, options feature as
and also Huff and Jenkins (2002) for other uses of causal
tails (conceptswith only out-arrows)in the cause-effect map;
maps). Such maps permit a rich representationof ideas,
and in others,they may be elaboratedby concepts providing
throughthe modelling of complex chains of argument,and
additionaldescriptivedetail;andin others,the optionsmay be
are suitablefor severaltypes of analysis.
externalto the map (althoughthey may have been generated
From a topologicalperspective,a causal map is a network
by referenceto it).
of inter-linkedconcepts (ideas) which tries to representthe
The evaluationmay take differentforms correspondingto
discourse of a person (but see Eden (1992) for details on
a
'problematique'of choice of one or a small set of alterthe cognitive implicationsof this model). When employedin
natives,
rankingof alternatives,classificationof alternatives
supportingdecision-making,this discourse often assumes a
into categories,or descriptionof the consequencesof alternameans-endsstructure,wherebydecisionoptionsaremeansof
tives in a systematicway (Roy, 1996).The specificpurposeof
achievingthe decision-makers'goals.
When a facilitatoris using a causal map as a problem- the evaluationis significantfor the degree of discrimination
soughtbetween options.
structuringtool, the preferreddirection may emerge natuThe main aim of the paper is to review approachesfor
rally from a process of negotiation.In some circumstances,
evaluatingoptionsfollowing on fromthe use of a causalmap
however,further,more-or-lessformal,analysisto evaluatethe
forproblemstructuring;
some directlyusingthe mapstructure,
optionsandto understandtheirimpactson the goals could be
with
others working
conceptsextractedfrom, or an external
helpful (Eden and Ackermann,1998).
model
derived
from, the map.
It is importantto establish how we will use the terms
The
existing literaturediscussing the analysis of causal
'decision option' and 'evaluation'.A decision option is one
is
maps not extensiveand is also quite disperse;furthermore,
there is little of this which is focused on the analysis of deBusiness Information
*Correspondence: G
Montibeller, Department of
cision options. Eden et al (1992) and Eden (2004) present
Management, Kingston Business School, Kingston University,Kingston
Hill Campus,Kingston upon Thames,London, KT2 7LB, UK.
comprehensivereviews of potentialanalyses of this type of
E-mail: G.Montibeller@kingston.ac.uk
model, coveringthe broadertopic of structuringissues; other
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authors (Axelrod, 1976; Wellman, 1994; Marchant,1999)
provide interestinginsights on the analysis of causal maps,
but again they are not focused on the problemof evaluating
options.EdenandAckermann(1998) presenta thoughtfuldiscussion on closureof decision processes supportedby causal
maps,andpresentsome tools for evaluatingstrategicoptions;
buttheirmainemphasisis on the social processof supporting
strategicdecision-makingratherthan analysisof the map.
In reviewingthe differentapproachesthat have been presented for the analysis of decision options in conjunction
with the use of causal maps, we aim to propose a coherent
taxonomy,a systematicanalysis of their main features,and
a discussion of the advantagesand disadvantagesof each.
We hope it may make the subjectmore accessible to facilitators of problem-structuring
interventionsand may help to
extend their toolkit of analyticalmethods.It could provide,
also, a frameworkwithin which researchersinterestedin the
topicmayundertakefurtheranalysisanddevelopmentof these
methods.
The paperstartswith a brief presentationof the process of
causal inferencein causal maps, which sets the scene for a
discussionof the evaluationof optionswith a causalmap.We
then reviewapproachesthatseek to evaluatedecision options
using the map structure.Next, we presentmethodsthatdo not
use the map structureto evaluateoptionsbut employ,instead,
conceptsextractedfrom the map, or externalmodels for such
evaluation.We concludethe paperwith a discussionof some
generalissues relevantto the approachesreviewedhere.
Causal inference in causal maps
Causal maps have been widely employed to representsubjective knowledge about a phenomenon,that is, a discourse
about perceivedcauses and effects and about the perceived
links betweenthose causes and effects (for details see Eden,
1992). In this section we presentbrieflythe topology of this
type of model, andthe conceptsthatunderliecausalinference
analysis.We also discuss the issues of indistinctionand indeterminationof decision options, which need to be addressed
by any approachfor evaluatingalternatives.
The topology of a causal map
Topologicallya causal map is a network,where each node
representsa concept (an idea) and a link between two nodes
represents causality/influence/implication(Axelrod, 1976;
Wellman,1994;Marchant,1999; Eden, 2004). Thus,the map
has a structureof causes and effects (or means and ends). In
some approachesto mapping(like the one employed in the
JourneyMakingmethodology,describedin Eden and Ackermann, 1998) concepts are bi-polarentities,the oppositepole
(which may or may not be explicitly stated)elaboratingthe
intendedinterpretationof the concept.
This networkis a signed diagraph(Axelrod, 1976), where
the links are arrows with a positive or negative sign. A
positivesign indicatesa positiveperceivedcausalconnection,

whereby an increasein a cause generatesan increasein the
linked effect (eg 'more sales lead to more profit'). A negative sign denotes a negative connection, an increase in the
cause leads to an increasein the opposite pole of the linked
effect (for example, 'more sales lead to less spareproduction
capacity'). Informationabout the strengthof each link may
also be displayed in the map (ie the perceived strengthof
each causal connection).
Causal inference
Causalinferencein a causalmap is concernedwith determining the effect of a given cause concept on a given effect concept (Axelrod, 1976). For example, assume that the network
in Figure la representsa causal map (where each concept is
a numberednode). In this example,the decision-makerswant
to know the influenceof causes ( and @ on the effect @.
The analysis is performedalong paths, where a path is
definedas a sequenceof distinctconcepts that are connected
by arrowsfromthe first(cause)conceptuntilthe last (ultimate
effect) concept.Forexample,in Figure 1a, therearetwo paths
between @ and 0: (

-+

--+

@ and @ -- @ -

Thereare also two pathsbetween 0 and 0: G
and @ -+ @ -+ @.

-+

-+

@.

@

In orderto identify the total effect of each cause concept
on the ultimateeffect conceptit is necessaryto calculatetwo
indices:
* Partialeffect(PE) of a path:this index is obtainedby multiplyingthe signs alongthe path.Forexample,in Figurela,
between ( and @ there is one positive and one negative
path,while betweenQ and @ therearetwo positivepaths.
* Totaleffect (TE) of the initial concept on the last concept:
this indexis positiveif all pathsbetweenthosetwo concepts
have a positivepartialeffect; it is negativeif all pathshave
a negativepartialeffect; and it is undeterminedotherwise.
For example,in Figure l a, @ has a positive effect on @,
but ( has an undeterminedtotal effect on @.

From this point we will focus our discussion on causal
maps with a means/ends structure,as we are interestedin
causal maps for supportingdecision-making(which usually
generatesa discoursewith means-ends chains of argument,
see Montibelleret al, 2005a). So instead of displaying a
cause-effect structure,mapswithmeans-endsargumentshave
decision makers'ends/goals at the top (nodes with only inarrows)anddecisionoptions/meansat the bottom(nodeswith
only out-arrows),as shownin Figure2 (whereeach node represents a concept).
Indeterminationand indistinction
The process of causal inference raises two types of issue
in generating recommendationsabout which options are
We will refer to these as indetermore influential/attractive.
mination and indistinction.Figure la representsa case of
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Figure2 Goalsandoptionsin a causalmap.
indeterminationof the effect of option 0 on the goal @,
as its total effect is undetermined(TE(@O @)=?). This
situationis also referredto as a dilemma(Eden et al, 1992),
as node O has both positive and negativeinfluenceson node
&. The other issue that may arise in this sort of analysis is
that of indistinction,when there is not enough information
to differentiatethe effect of differentmeans on a given end.
This is exemplified in the causal map shown in Figure lb,
where both options O and @ have a total positive effect on
@ (TE( --+ 0) = + and TE( - @0)= +). If we were
seeking to chose betweenthese optionsthis analysisdoes not
provideus with the informationto do so.
The two networks displayed in Figure 1 have only one
goal (node @). In practicewe would expect maps with several goals, in which case, the analysis we show should be
performedfor every goal and we may wish to consider the
impact of the options on the overall goal system. For example, if a second goal @ is includedin networkla, as seen in
Figure lc, with the associatedpositive link 0@- @, then:
TE( -- @)= + andTE(@ - @)= +. In this case, thereis
indistinctionof these two options (O and @) with respectto
goal @ but not indetermination.The assessmentof the overall effect of the options on the goal system may be achievedby consideringeach of the individualgoals to be linkedto an
overall supra-goaland extendingthe analysis described.
Whena causalmapis used in a real-worldproblem-solving
process, it tends to be large (sometimes with hundredsof
nodes, as describedby Eden, 2004) and thereforewe may
expect to see many instances of indetermination,given the
generallyconflictingnatureof goals. However,even if there
are no undeterminedtotal effects, the issue of lack of distinc-

tion remainsand in such cases, it may be difficult to make
recommendationsabout which options are more influential
(Axelrod, 1976; Kosko, 1986; Montibelleret al, 2005a). For
this reason, several ways of increasingthe power of causal
inference in causal maps have been proposed; these are
reviewedin the next section.
Approaches employing the map structure
There are threemain methodsthat employ the map structure
for evaluatingoptions:the use of the topologicalcharacteristics of a causal map;the assessmentand analysisof strength
of its links; and a multi-dimensionalassessmentof options'
performancesacross the network.The two first methodsassume an option is definedas a concept in the map, while the
third method introducesoptions as external entities. These
approachesare presentedin this section.
Topological analysis

A common way of providingsome informationaboutwhich
options are more influentialon decision-makers'goals is by
performinga topologicalanalysisof the causalmap. Some of
the topologicalcharacteristicswhichhavebeen proposedare:
* Potency:The potency of an option is determinedby the
number of goals it influences (Eden et al, 1992; Eden,
2004). For example in Figure 2, option 0 is more potent
thanoption 0 (as O influencesgoals @ and @, while 0
influencesonly goal @). The rationalehere is thatoptions
that impact on the achievementof more goals are more
potent.
* Shortestpath: In this case, the option with the shortest
path to the goals is consideredto be the most influential
one (Hall, 2002). For example, in Figure 2 option 0 is
more influentialthan option O, as it has a shorterpath
(0
@ - @ compared to 0 -+ (@0-- @,
or 0
D
@). The
O -- @ --+ @
-+
@
@
underlyingprinciplehereis that--the shortestpathrepresents
the simplestargumentin favourof an option.
In outliningthe above topological analyses we discuss only
how they could help with the issue of indistinction.The
measurementof potency could also be employed to resolve
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indetermination,as throughconsiderationof the numberof
positive and negative goals influencedby an option and/or
the numberof positive and negative paths between an option and the goals (thus determininga measureof +ve and
-ve potency).The shortestpath methodemploys a different
strategyfor dealing with indetermination,which will be presentedwhen we review the preferenceelicitationapproaches
furtheron in the paper.
The main advantageof the rules using topological analysis is that they do not requireany extra preferenceinformation.They are also simple to explain to decision-makers.
This type of analysiscan be performedusing softwareavailable for analysing causal maps, such as Decision Explorer
(www.banxia.com).
On the otherhand,because of the lack of extrapreference
information,these approachesprovide a low level of causal
inference.In particularthey struggle to cope with issues of
indetermination.The next section presentsmethodsthat try
to overcomethis limitation,extendingthe powerof inference
in causal maps.
Analysis based on strengthof links
The key ideabehindthe approachesthatutilize the strengthof
links is that,by eliciting informationon strengthof causality
(influence)between each pair of cause-effect (means-end)
concepts, it is possible to provide richer recommendations
thanis possibleusing only topologicalanalysis.Some of these
methodsare describedbelow:
* Qualitativeassessments of strength:In the method proposed by Kosko (1986), assessments of the strengthsof
causality/influenceare elicited from the decision-makers
using an ordinal scale (orderedqualitativelabels). Informationis aggregatedfor each option acrossthe map using
partialandtotal effect operatorssuitedto this type of scale
(he suggested using the Minimumfor partialeffect, and
Maximumfor total effect).
Forexample,assumethata groupof decision-makershas
providedthe assessmentsof strengthsshown in Figure3a.
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In the same way: PE((D -+ @ -> @ -) = weak;
-PE(( -+ @
0) = moderate; and PE(@ -*
@
@ -+ @) = weak.

Total effect of option ( on goal @ is given by
TE(O --0@)
= Max[PE((

@ --+ @ -+ @),
PE(( -- @ - @0-+ @)]
= Max [weak, moderate] = moderate

In a similar way: TE((D -* 0) = strong; and TE(@ -+

@) = weak.
Thus, in this example, option ( has more positive influence on goals (moderateon @ and strong on 0) than
option 0 (weak influenceon @).
Kosko(1986) called this model a 'fuzzy cognitivemap',
suggestingthatthe qualitativelabels could be fuzzified (ie
representedby fuzzy functions)in conjunctionwith the use
of appropriatefuzzy aggregationoperators.More recently
he redefinedthis type of model as a quantitativedynamic
neural network (Kosko, 1992) and several extensions of
this later model have been suggested, for example Khan
and Quaddus(2004). However,this more recent model is
concernedwith inferringthe dynamicbehaviourof a system, ratherthanevaluatingoptions,and for this reasonwill
not be reviewedhere.
9 Quantitativeassessmentof strengths:Roberts(1976) proposed a methodwhere a 'weight' is elicited for each link,
as a measurementof intensity of strength.Partialeffects
are calculatedby multiplyingthe strengthsalong a path.
Totaleffects arecalculatedby addingup the partialeffects.
For example, assume that a group of decision makers
has providedthe strengthsdisplayedin Figure3b. Thenthe
is given by
partialeffect () -+
PE()

-*0 -0

-( 0) = 4 x 4 x 5 = 80

In a similar way: PE((
@ -- 0@)= 12;
@)
=
-*
and
-+
48;
PE((j
@)
@
@
PE(@ -x 3= 3.

6

3+

+

+ymoderate

Then the partialeffect ( -+

2

scale
Quantitative

Figure3 Elicitationof strengthsof preferencein causalmaps.

@)= 1
The total effects for each option are given by: TE(I
-0)= 12+48= 60; TE(0 - @)=80; TE(@ - @)=3.
Thus, in this example,option ) is clearly more influential
on goals (60 on @ and 80 on 0) thanoption 0 (3 on @).
* Probabilisticmethods:Morecomplexquantitativemethods
have also been proposedfor extendingthe power of inference in causal maps, using probabilisticinformation.Two
of these frameworksallow the evaluationof options.
In the first one, a causal map has been modelled as
a Bayesian network (Nadkarniand Shenoy, 2001, 2004)
whereeach node of the networkis representedby a variable
with a set of possible states (each state with probabilities
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definedby the decision-makers).Links in the map are representedas conditionalprobabilities.A tableof conditional
probabilitiesshouldbe definedfor each concept(thattakes
into account the probabilityof every outcome, given the
combinationsof the states associatedwith its means concepts). Decision options can then be evaluatedby defining the actual states of each variableassociatedwith tail
concepts,and then propagatingthis informationacrossthe
network.
Anotherquantitativeframeworkrepresentsa causalmap
as a qualitativeprobabilisticnetwork(QPN, proposedby
Wellman, 1994). A random variable is associated with
each concept, and links denote probabilisticdependence.
A positivelink froma variablevi (associatedwith a means
concept) to a variablevj (associatedwith an end concept)
indicatesthatthe largerthe valueof vi, the higherthe probabilitythat the value of vj is large as well. A negativelink
between vi and vj indicatesthat the largerthe value of vi,
the lowerthe probabilitythatvj is large(see also Marchant,
1999). Decision-makerscan then identify the probability
that a given decision option would have a large value
on the goal concepts, given its performanceon tail concepts. The frameworkalso proposesdefinitionsof synergy
betweenpartialeffects thatcan solve indetermination.(The
full descriptionof these two methods,Bayesian networks
and QPN, is beyondthe scope of this paper,and the reader
is referredto the originalarticlesfor details.)
The methodproposedby Roberts(quantitativestrengths)resolves both the issue of indistinction(as exemplifiedabove)
andof indetermination(multiplicationsandsummationscarry
the +ve or -ve signs, so if a partial effect is, for example, +80 and anotherone is -40, the total effect would be
40 = +80 - 40). The probabilisticmethodsalso solve completely the indistinctionand indeterminationissues. Kosko's
(1986) fuzzy cognitive map (qualitativestrengths)just considers +ve links, so it does not cope with the issue of indetermination,but provides some supportwith the issue of
indistinction,as presentedin the example above.
Thus,the mainadvantageof the approachesthatrely on the
strengthof links, when comparedwith the topologicalanalysis, is that they increasesignificantlythe power of inference
in causal maps. Generally speaking, the more quantitative
informationis elicited, the greaterthe power of inference
providedby the model.
On the otherhand,one of the drawbacksof thesemethodsis
precisely the need to elicit quantitativeinformationaboutthe
strengthof links and,in some methods,to associatea variable
with each concept (the only exceptionbeing Kosko'smethod
based on qualitativestrengths,which elicits only qualitative
information).Anotherissue is the debate aboutthe meaning
of these measurements,and,indeed,if they aremeaningfulat
all (Wellman,1994; Marchant,1999). Finally,there are few
reportsabout real-worldinterventionsusing these methods,
so it is hardto appraisehow successful they are in support-

ing decision-making(one exceptionis Nadkarniand Shenoy,
2004, who describea practicalapplication,but still thereis no
discussionaboutthe interactionbetweenmodel anddecisionmakers).
The next section presentsa tool that is also based on the
idea of elicitinginformationaboutstrengthsof links,butseeks
to addresssome of the drawbacksjust raised.
Reasoning maps
Recently we have proposeda decision supporttool called a
reasoning map (Montibelleret al, 2005a) which enables a
multi-criteriaevaluationof decision options using a causal
map structure.The evaluationis made wholly in qualitative
terms: employing qualitativelabels to describe strengthof
links and performanceof options, and qualitativeoperators
for aggregatingperformancesacrossthe network.
A reasoning map is a particulartype of causal map,
with a means-ends structure.This structureis composed by
attributeconcepts at its bottom, which lead to consequence
concepts,and to final values at its top. For example,suppose
hat the networkdisplayedin Figure4a is a reasoningmap.
The decision-makersare then requiredto associatea variable
to each concept (eg for the concept 'increaseour profits' the
variablemay be 'level of profits') and to map this onto a
common qualitativescale (specifiedby the decision-makers)
as seen in Figure 4b. Informationabout the strengthof influence of each link is then elicited from decision-makers,
using the same qualitativelabels, anchoringtheirjudgements
in terms of the range from the lowest limit to the highest
limit in each attributeconcept (for example the strengthe16
between concepts 0
@ was judged as strong in Figure
4c). The performanceof a decision alternativeis evaluated
in terms of its qualitativeperformanceon each attribute(for
example,as seen in Figure4d, a given alternativea is strong
on v1, moderateon v2, and strongon v3).
Operatorsfor partialand total effects (inputtingand outputting ordinaldata) are defined accordingto the decisionmakers' preferences.For example suppose that, in the example, they chose Minimumfor PE. Then the partialeffects
impactingon node @ are (as shownFigure4e):
PEB S? (a)
= Min[vi (a),
e14]
= Min[strong, moderate] = moderate

PEO 8

(a)

= Min[v2(a), e24] = Min[moderate, weak] = weak

Supposenow,againreferringto theexample,thatthe decisionmakersdefineMaximumfor TE. Thusthe totaleffect on node
@, given the PE calculatedabove,is (as shownin Figure4f)
TEg (a) = Max[PE(0 - @), PE(@ -+ @)]
= Max[moderate, weak] = moderate
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Evaluatingdecision options with a reasoningmap (vs = very strong,s = strong,m = moderate,w = weak, vw = very weak).

Using these operatorsalternately,it is possible to aggregate
performancesacross the map, as Figure 4g-i illustrates.
Negative and positive performancesare kept apart in this
modelling, so if there were negative links, each alternative
would have a negative and a positive effect on each node.
For example, the performanceof alternative a on node
@ has a negative component (Figure 4h): TE? (a) =
(-weak, moderate);that is, a weak negativeinfluenceand a
moderatepositive influence.
Reasoningmapscope to some extentwithboththe issues of
indeterminationand indistinction.As illustratedin the above
example,the performanceof each optionis evaluatedon each
node using the specifiedqualitativescale, thus permittingdistinctionof positiveand/ornegativecontributionof options(to
a certaindegree,given the limitedgranularityof a qualitative

scale). In terms of indetermination,informationabout positive and negativestrengthof performanceis helpful,although
it does not completelyresolve the issue (for example, in the
example above, the positive impact of alternativea on goal
? is strongerthanthe negativeone).
While reasoningmapssharethe use of qualitativestrengths
of links and of qualitativeoperatorswith Kosko's (1986)
method,they differprimarilyin the use of variables(mapped
onto a commonqualitativescale) to describethe performance
of the optionswith respectto attributesand in allowingpositive and negativelinks. This means that the decision options
are not concepts embedded in the causal map, ratherthey
are externalentities whose connectionto the map is different to a standardmeans/endlink. Also, they allow a flexible choice of operatorfor the calculationof partialand total
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effects (althoughthis flexibilitycould be incorporatedin the
Kosko model). In common with Kosko's methodall reasoning is done in qualitativeterms,avoidingthe cognitiveburden
involvedin elicitingquantitativeinformation(Larichev,1992)
thatis a concernwith the majorityof methodsusing strength
of links. In reasoningmaps the elicitationof the strengthsof
links is anchoredon attributelevels, with the aim of achieving an operationallywell-definedand psychologically valid
meaning.
As with othermethodsthatelicit strengthof links,reasoning mapsextendthe powerof inferenceof causalmapsby the
introductionof extra informationon decision-makers'preferences. For this reason,they providericherresults than the
topologicalanalysis. However,they also presentsome of the
same drawbacks,in particular,the need to specify variables
and assessing strengthsof influence(albeitqualitatively)and
the additionalneed to select the operatorsfor partialandtotal
effect. The methodis still in a developmentalphase,however,
initial results from real-worldapplications(see Montibeller
et al, 2005a,b) are encouraging.
Thus far all the methods presented in this paper, for
analysingthe impactof decisionoptionson decision-maker's
goals, have employed the causal map structureas an evaluation tool. The next section reviews approachesthat do not
directlyemploy the causal map structurefor this evaluation.
Instead,they evaluatethe options,which may or may not be
derivedfrom concepts in the map, either using concepts extracteddirectlyfrom the map or using an externalmodel, the
structureof which is derivedfrom or informedby the map.
Approaches employing extracted concepts or
external models
As indicated above, the approachesdescribed in this section are informedby and in partbased on conceptsfrom the
causal map resultingfrom a problem-structuring
process,but
do not make directuse of the structureof the map. We consider methodsthatare based on the elicitationof some form
of holistic preferenceinformation,performancemeasurement
approachesand multicriteriaanalysis.While the firstmethod
assumesan optionis definedas a conceptin the map,the other
two introduceoptions as externalentities. These approaches
are discussedin this section.
Preference elicitation

The first approachthat extractsconcepts from the map and
uses these concepts in an externalevaluationis preference
elicitation. It requires that decision-makerseither vote in
favourof or againstan option;or decide for a given optiongoal path.Threemethodsare based on this idea:
* Preferencing:This is a voting method, describedin Eden
andAckermann(1998) andBrysonet al (2004), whichasks
decision-makersto indicate their preferencesfor selected
options which feature in the map. Each decision-maker

performs a holistic judgement, informed by the map as
a whole and their learningfrom the problem-structuring
process. Typically,each decision-makeris providedwith
a numberof votes (in practicethese may be physical or
electronic 'sticky dots') which they allocateto the options
according to their positive and negative preferences.At
the end of this process, the total numberof positive and
negative votes assigned to each option is determined(for
example, in Figure lb, option O could receive 10 +ve
and 5 -ve votes; while option Q could receive 10 +ve
and 15 -ve votes).
* Shortestpath: In the analysis suggested by Hall (2002),
once the positive and the negativeshortestpaths are identified via a topologicalanalysis,decision-makersare asked
to choose whetherit is the negativeor the positivelink that
better reflectsthe impact of a given option on a goal (for
example,in Figure la, they could say that the path 0 -O --+ ( reflectsthe impactof option 0 on goal ( better
than O ---+ 0).
* Impact of paths: In this method,proposedby Chaib-draa
(2002), once all the positive and negative paths from a
given option to goals are determined,the decision-makers
identify which paths are more valuable. It is similar to
the previousone, except that the focus is not only on the
shortestpaths.
The shortest path and impact of paths methods resolve
the issue of indetermination
by askingthe decision-makersto
choose their focus on the positive or negative impact of an
optionon a goal. They were not concernedaboutthe issue of
indistinction.
The preferencingmethod provides some supportfor the
issue of indetermination,
as the decision-makersmay compare
the numberof positive and negative votes for each option.
It is designed to help with the issue of indistinction,but the
issue remainsof how to aggregatepositiveandnegativevotes;
options may be rankedaccordingto the numberof positive
votes with negativevotes havingonly a veto function,or they
may be rankedaccordingto the net positive votes (obtained
by subtractingnegativevotes from positive).
Thesemethodsalso elicit extrapreferenceinformationfrom
decision-makers.However, in contrastto the methods reviewed in the last section (strengthof links and reasoning
maps) this informationdoes not increasethe specificationof
the causal map itself. Instead,these methodsseek to directly
resolveissues of indetermination
andindistinctionby presenting these dilemmasto the decision-makersand seeking their
holistic evaluation.
The main advantageof these approachesis their simplicity. Their main weakness is that they do not use the rich
map structureto performthe evaluationof options. For the
path approaches,the selection of only one positive or negative path may be too simplistic, as considerationof indeterminationusually plays an importantrole in decision-making
(each optiontypicallyhas positiveand negativeeffects and a
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Figure 5 Deriving performanceindicatorsfrom a causal map.

key aspect of the decision-making is to balance these against
each other). For the preferencing approach, there is a risk
that the holistic evaluation does not take into account the full
multi-dimensional complexity of all options, but relies instead on well-recognised simplifying heuristics (see Goodwin
and Wright (2004), for an introductory presentation of these
heuristics).
Performance indicators
The second approach that extracts concepts from the map
in order to perform evaluations is the use of performance
indicators as suggested by Eden and Ackermann (1998) and
also Suwignjo et al (2000). In this method, the structure and
content of a causal map informs the definition of performance
indicators, in an ad hoc way.
For example, assume that the network displayed in the lefthand side of Figure 5 represents a causal map. The group of
decision-makers may define performance measurements from
a single concept, like node @, which generates performance
indicators PI2 and PI4 (for instance, the concept 'increase
sales' may be measured by 'level of sales in the domestic
market' and 'level of sales in the international market'). A
group of concepts may generate a single indicator, like @
and @ forming PI1 (eg the concerns 'invest more in R&D'
and 'extend our portfolio of products' may be appraised by
'number of new products released per year'). A group of concepts that suggest an indicator may be also placed in different
hierarchical levels, like 0 and @ generating PI3 (for example
'more revenue would lead to more profit', may be measured
by 'level of profits').
Once the indicators are derived from the map structure and
content, they can be employed as the basis for measuring the
performance of options, which can be depicted using simple visual displays that highlight strengths and weaknesses,
as illustrated in Figure 5 for alternatives a and b. The issue
of indetermination with respect to each measure is resolved
through the use of direct measurement, but there is no attempt to aggregate negative and positive indicators. Similarly,
the process does not necessarily seek to resolve the issue of

indistinction directly (ie it does not provide guidance about
which option is preferred).
The main advantage of using performance indicators is their
simplicity: they are easy to explain and the visual display of
performance of decision alternatives on each indicator may be
quite useful in promoting discussion about the pro/con of each
option. It is also a good way of creating a follow up monitoring
system, once an option is selected and implemented.
There are a number of limitations to the determination and
use of performance indicators in this way. Firstly, as they
do not use the map structure to perform the evaluation, the
rich information contained in the causal map (multiple +ve
and -ve paths, complex paths of arguments) may not be
taken fully into consideration in the measurement. Also, the
definition of the performance indicators, from the causal map,
may be a difficult task, as they have to be 'translated' from
both the map structure and content (and therefore it would be
hard to automate this transition).
As already indicated, this simple use of performance indicators does not resolve issues of indistinction. However,
it is a simple step to build a multicriteria model based on
performance measures. Multicriteria models also incorporate
preference information on acceptable trade-offs between
performances on different dimensions, and thus solve both
issues of indetermination and indistinction, as described in the
next section.
Multicriteria decision analysis
The last approach to be outlined in this paper is the joint use
of causal maps and Multicriteria Decision Analysis (MCDA).
In particular,multi-attribute value analysis (a simple and wellfounded type of MCDA method; for details see Belton and
Stewart (2002), Goodwin and Wright (2004), and the classic
text of Keeney and Raiffa (1993)) has been employed for
the evaluation of options, following an initial phase in which
causal maps were used to support problem structuring (Belton
et al, 1997; Bana e Costa et al, 1999; Ensslin et al, 2000). As
with performance indicators, this approach does not use the
causal map structure directly to evaluate options.
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Figure 6 Structuringa Multicriteriamodel from a causal map.

A multi-attribute value model decomposes decisionmakers' strategic objectives into levels of increasing specification and structures these as a value tree, as illustrated
in the right-hand side of Figure 6 (the strategic objective V
is decomposed into sub-objectives vl, v2 and v3; and vi is
further decomposed into vil and vl2). At the lowest level of
the value tree these objectives are translated into attributes,
with each one of them evaluating a given characteristic of
the decision options (for example, the objective 'increase our
sales' may be measured by the attribute '% increase in level
of sales'). Thus, in Figure 6, there would be attributes for
vll, v12, v2 and v3, for which well-defined scales are constructed. The performance of each decision option against
each attribute is determined and weights reflecting acceptable
trade-offs of performance among objectives are elicited from
the decision-makers.
Figure 6 exemplifies the process of evaluation of two alternatives a and b. A global performance of each option then
can be calculated, using the performances of each alternative on each attribute and the weights. For example in the
same figure, assume that w I = 60% and w12= 40%; also that
w1 = 30%, w2 = 40% and w3 = 30%. Then, given the performances on each attribute displayed in the same figure (gauges
below each attribute), the global value V of option a is
V(a) = wIv (a) + w U2
v(a) +
= wl[wl

I(a)

3v3(a)

+ w1212(a)]

+ w2U2
)(a) + w33(a)
= 0.3[0.6 x 0 + 0.4 x 100]
+ 0.4 x 30 + 0.3 x 60 = 42
In the same way, the global value of option b is: V(b) 70.6 m71.
This evaluation model is based on several assumptions
about the decision-makers' structure of preferences; see Belton and Stewart (2002) and also Keeney and Raiffa (1993)
for a complete discussion of multi-attribute value models and
their properties.

When used in conjunction with a causal-map, the structure
and content of the map informs the building of the multiattribute value model, in an ad hoc translation. Similarly to
what was described for performance indicators, the causal
map may be used to elicit attributes and objectives (eg v2 and
v3 in Figure 6). It also informs the structure of the value tree,
which may be derived from the causal map's means-ends
structure (as exemplified in the formation of vl and its subobjectives vi, and U12 from the causal map's concepts @, O
and @).
The use of an MCDA, method like multi-attribute value
analysis, resolves both the issue of indetermination and indistinction. (As with performance indicators negative impacts
in the map are reversed in the attributes, so the best level is
always on the top and the worst always at the bottom.) As
the example in Figure 6 showed, the initial indistinction of
options a and b on the attributes (neither was a dominating alternative) was resolved using quantitative weights. The
problem of indetermination is resolved through the model
structure, whereby all options are evaluated with respect to
the hypothetical worst case scenario characterized by a zero
score on all attributes (hence all evaluations represent added
value with respect to this).
The main advantage of using a multicriteria method is the
richness of results it provides. It generates not only a ranking
of decision options, but also the relative global performance of
every alternative (the gauge on the right-hand side of objective
V in Figure 6). As with any model based on decision-makers'
preferences, these results should be employed with caution,
as preferences are constructed along the process of decision
support, rather than simply mirrored by the model (Roy, 1996;
Belton and Stewart, 2002).
Multi-attribute value analysis is a well-researched and wellfounded methodology, and a relatively simple MCDA method.
Software is widely available for supporting this type of
multicriteria analysis, such as V* I * S * A (www.simul8.com)
or Hiview (www.catalyze.co.uk). Some of the limitations of
performance indicators, discussed in the previous section,
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can also be eliminatedusing MCDA, as Santos et al (2001)
proposed.
However,the price of this richnessis the need to buildthe
value tree and to elicit quantitativeinformationaboutperformances and weights, which may be cognitively demanding
(Larichev,1992). It also requiresa facilitatorwith knowledge
and experiencein the use of both causal maps, and MCDA
(or two facilitatorswith these distinctexpertises,as suggested
Belton et al, 1997). The transitionfrom a causal map to
a multicriteriamodel also may be challenging as the two
methods are based on distinct modelling rules (Montibeller
et al, 2005a). Finally, as an MCDA model does not use the
map itself for evaluatingoptions, it may not fully capture
some of the complex relationshipsdisplayedin the map.
We now concludethe paperwith some generalobservations
about the approachesthatjust have been described.
Conclusions
This paperhas reviewedseveralapproachesthatmay be used
for the evaluationof options following on from the use of
a causal map for problem structuring.An overview of this
analysisis presentedin Table 1.
We believe thatthis is the firstattemptto compareandcontrastthese differentapproachesto analysis and would like it
to be seen as the initiationof a discussionratherthan a conclusive assessment.Our evaluationis based on our personal
experiences and perspectivesand we recognize that others
may perceivedifferentadvantagesand disadvantagesof each
approach.
We have presentedthese approachesin a complete and
fairly 'clinical' manner,not seeking to explore in any depth
the way in which they mightbe used in actionwith a groupof
decision-makers.However,it is importantto rememberthat
we see the principalaim of analysisas furtheringunderstanding andpromotingdiscussionof a problem,not for providing
a numericalsolution (Roy, 1996; Belton and Stewart,2002).
The ultimatetest of any of these approachesis the extent to
which a facilitatorcan utilize themin this way, a factorthatis
dependentin parton the facilitator'sstyle and specific skills,
in parton the availabilityof easy to use supportingsoftware,
in parton the particularcontext and on the decision-making
group.
We conclude with some general comments on the approacheswe havedescribedandtheirpotentialuse in practice.
Intent of intervention
The extent to which a particularapproachto the analysis of
options within, or in conjunctionwith the use of, a causal
map is appropriatewill depend on the originalintent of the
interventionand the mannerin which it evolves. In some
circumstances,the need to incorporatea detailedevaluation
of options within a broaderexplorationof an issue may be
clear from the start.In such circumstancesit may be worthwhile designing the interventionwith the intent of incorpo-

rating a frameworkto allow such a detailed evaluation,as
described by Belton et al (1997). This particularintervention used a multicriteriamodel derivedfrom the causal map,
but it is also possible to considerone of the forms of analysis describedhere directly using the map structure.In other
situations,the need for the evaluationmay emergeduringthe
process, or may not be a central focus of it; in this case it
may be more appropriateto first use some of the simpler
topological analyses.
Extent of the map
If the interventionis focused from the starton evaluatingoptions then the resultantmap could be such thatit containslittle additionalinformationandthus providesa compactmodel
for this evaluation.If the interventionis morebroadlyfocused
and the need for a detailedanalysis of options emerges,then
it may be appropriateto collapse the map onto the relevant
concepts (options and goals) and the paths which link these.
The collapsedmap may then be used as the basis for one of
the analyses based on strengthof links or reasoningmaps.
Considerationsin choice of approach
The decisionon which approachto adoptfor the evaluationof
options needs to take particularcognisance of the following
factors:
* Qualitative versus quantitativemodelling: As discussed
throughoutthe paper,usually the more quantitativeinformation is elicited, the higher the power of inference of
the evaluationtool, but the higher the cognitive demands
placedon the decision-makers(Larichev,1992;Montibeller
et al, 2005a). Thus,the decision to employ a more quantitative approachmust balancethese factorsin arrivingat a
judgementaboutwhetherthe additionalefforts (cognitive
and temporal)meritthe additionalinsights and auditability
which may be achieved.
" Preferenceelicitationand groups:Frequentlycausalmaps
are employedwith groups,which can make the elicitation
of preferencesmore onerous for those approachesthat
require it. The facilitator would have to decide if it is
appropriateto elicit the preferencesof the group (which
may disclose differentopinionsand raiseconflicts,butalso
generatenew insights)andif so, how (for example,whether
a 'sharing' or 'comparing' mode is more suitable, see
Belton andPictet, 1997). Or,rather,is it betterto use methods based on topological informationthat do not require
preferenceelicitation(makingthe analysisquickerandless
burdensome,but also less challengingfor the group).
* Direct or indirectuse of the causal map: Some of the approachesdescribed(MCDA and use of performanceindicators) require a transitionfrom the map to an external
model. This is an ad-hoc process which relies heavily on
the expertiseof the facilitator.It may be time consuming
and could be difficultto explain andjustify the process to
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Table 1 Approachesfor evaluatingoptions in causal map-basedinterventions
Approach

Strategy

Pro

Con

Topological analysis

Employs topological information
from the causal map (eg number
of paths, goals, length of paths)

* Does not require any extra
preferenceinformationand are
simple to explain
9 Analysis is supportedby existing software.

* Power of inference is quite
limited

Strengthsof links analysis

Elicits extrainformationfrom the
decision-makersabout perceived
strengthof each causal link

* Extendsthe power of inference
of causal maps
* Uses the model as the evaluation tool (thus avoids a transition phase)

* Requireselicitation of strength
of preference
* Raises furtherissues on the
meaning of causation
* Lack of reportson their use in
real practice

Reasoning maps

Uses the causal map to perform
a multi-criteria evaluation of
options, eliciting qualitative
information about strengths of
influence and performances of
options

* Extendsthe power of inference
of causal maps
* Uses the model as evaluation
tool
* Permits to understandthe impact of decision alternativeson
goals along complex paths

* Requireselicitation of qualitative strengthof preference
* Requiresdefinitionof operators
for partialand total effect
* Still lacks user-friendly software to supportthe analysis

Preferenceelicitation

Decision-makers are required
eitherto vote in favour/againstan
option; or to decide for a given
option-goal path

* Simple to use and understand
9 Providea display of pro/con of
each option
* Supportingsoftware is available

9 Does not use the rich map
structureto performthe evaluation of options
* Does not use a multi-dimensional evaluation of options
(preferencingapproach)
* Focus on a single path may
be too simplistic (path approaches)

Performanceindicators

Derives, from a causal map, performance measurements, which
arethen employedto evaluatedecision options

* Simple to use and understand
* Provides a visual display of
pro/con of each option

e Requiresthe translationof map
concepts into performanceindicators
* Does not use the rich map
structureto performthe evaluation of options
* Does not model trade-offs
between indicators

Multicriteriadecision
analysis (MCDA)

Derives, from a causal map, a
value tree structure,which then
is employed to perform a multicriteriaevaluationof decision options

9 Representsperformancesand
trade-offs, providing rich results (rankingof options)
* Well-researchedand well-founded method
* Supportingsoftware available

* Requiresthe translationof map
concepts into a multi-criteria
model
* Does not use the rich map
structureto performthe evaluation of options
* Requireselicitationof quantitative performancesand weights

decision-makers (as well as calling for additional cognitive effort, Montibeller et al, 2005a). However, the process
may bring new insights and the use of the new 'condensed'
model as the basis for a detailed evaluation of options may
be more straightforwardthan an analysis which needs to incorporate the more detailed specification of the map (Belton
et al, 1997). If this latter direction is taken we would
strongly recommend that the map and the new model continue to be used in tandem: the former continuing to provide the context for the latter.

* Typeof evaluation:Differenttypes of evaluationmay also
guidethe selectionof a given approach.Forexample,if the
'problematique'is of choice of a single option, then both
issues of indeterminationand indistinctionhave to be resolved, thus leading to approachesthatdeal with both. On
the other hand, if the 'problematique'is of classification
into two categories(eg dividing alternativeswith positive
and alternativeswith negativeimpact)then only the resolution of indeterminationmay be needed, which enlarges
the spectrumof choice of approaches.
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* Creation of new options: Often, in practice, the evaluation is

not focusedonly on selectingthebest alternative(s),butalso
on creatingnew (andbetter)options(Keeney,1992). If that
is the case, approachesthat provide detailed information
about the impacts of each alternativeon concepts/criteria
(suchas MCDA,fuzzy cognitivemapsor ReasoningMaps)
could be suitable.Such detailedinformationmay help the
decision-makersto think about ways of improvingan option (eg in Figure 6, how could alternativeb be improved
on criterionv12and v3?) and also aboutnew options with
betterimpactson those concepts/criteria(eg in Figure4d,
is there a new option that could performbetterthan a on
attributes vl, v2 and v3?).
* Measurement of influence: It should be noted that the

selectionof the meansto measurethe propagationof influence throughthe map or in a derivedmodel, whetherit be
a simple mechanismor a complex rule of inference,is an
intrinsicpartof the evaluationprocess.This choice should
be guidedby beliefs and preferenceswith regardto appropriate axiomatic foundations or psychological/cognitive
frameworks.Different operatorsare likely to lead to differentresults.We suggest that, ratherthan looking for the
'right' set of rules, the selection of an inferenceprocess
should be seen as a workinghypothesis(Roy, 1993) with
the aim of promotingfurtherlearning about the problem
and the consequencesof adoptinga particularoption.
* Structure of the map: It is often the case that a causal

intervention
map developedduring a problem-structuring
containsloops (Edenet al, 1992;Eden,2004); indeed,these
are seen as importantcharacteristicsof the problem.Whilst
approachesthatdo not make directuse of the map are able
to handlethisin the translationto anexternalmodel, several
of the analysesdescribedhererequirethe mapto be acyclic
(fora discussionsee Wellman,1994).Thepresenceof loops
usuallyindicatesdynamiccharacteristicsof an issue; these
are importantin the evaluationof optionsif they highlight
distinctivefeaturesof those options.We suggest thatthere
are two possible ways to proceed.The firstis to ignorethe
the
dynamiceffects in the analysisof options,restructuring
of
the
for
one
to
remove
the
loops (using,
example,
map
and
or
Nadkarni
Eden
(2004) by
approachessuggestedby
Shenoy (2004)) and proceedingwith the causal inference
analysis.A second approachis to independentlyperforma
dynamicanalysis (for example,using system dynamicsas
describedby Eden (1994), or the dynamicversionof fuzzy
cognitive maps proposedby Kosko (1992)) which could
informallyinformthe analysisof options.Anotherversion
of this second approachis the one describedby Santos
et al (2004), which uses a causal map, a system dynamics
value analysisin the contextof
model and a multi-attribute
performancemeasurement.
Furtherto the above considerationsin assessing suitability of approachesfor differenttypes of interventions,which
all merit empiricalexploration,we would like to note some

generic directionsfor furtherresearch in this field. A key
fundamentalone, which is neededto facilitateany significant
empirical investigation,is the design and development of
software to supportanalysis using many of the approaches
describedin the literature.This will permitappraisalof their
valuein practiceby makingthemmoreavailablefor decisionmakers and facilitators. A second area that merits more
researchis the choice of aggregationoperators(taking into
account the cognitive burden of preferenceelicitation, the
type of results they provide, as well as their impact on
decision-making)and the elicitationof preferencesin causal
maps. Effective softwarewould also be helpful to facilitate
study of these aspects.
To concludefinally,this paperis an attemptto presentand
review,in an accessible,butrigorousway, severalapproaches
for evaluationof optionsfollowing on fromthe use of a causal
map for problemstructuring.We believe this shouldbe of interest to problem-structuring
facilitatorswho employ causal
in
their
and
maps
practice
hope that the categorisationand
evaluationof proposedmethodsmay stimulatefurtherdiscussion and researchon this topic by the Problem Structuring
Methodscommunity.
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